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Efficient Energy and NordCli enter into sales partnership  
Carbon-neutral eChiller Cooling Machines available on the Swedish Refrigeration 
Market  

 
Feldkirchen / Strängnäs (Sweden), June 09, 2022 
 

Efficient Energy, German clean tech pioneer for sustainable refrigeration technology and 
NordCli, Swedish specialist for climate-friendly refrigeration solutions, have closed an 
exclusive partnership for the distribution of the climate-neutral cooling machines eChiller from 
Efficient Energy in Sweden. The sales partnership includes the entire service portfolio and 
targets energy consultants, refrigeration specialists and refrigeration system operators. 

 

Sweden – the forerunner when it comes to climate protection 
Sweden is a role model in many aspects when it comes to environmental protection and 
leads the ranking for years of the most climate-friendly countries according to the CCPI 
climate protection index. In hardly any other country, CO₂ neutrality is to be achieved as fast 
as in Sweden, because CO₂ emissions are to be reduced to zero by 2045, five years earlier 
than planned across the EU. The Swedish economy stands behind the energy transition and 
sees it as a real business opportunity, including in the refrigeration sector. 

 

“For us, Sweden is a highly interesting market for our environmentally friendly refrigeration 
solutions, because Sweden is a pioneer in climate protection and in the introduction and 
application of new technologies for a climate-neutral industry. With NordCli, we have an 
experienced and committed partner at our side who will competently bring our climate-neutral 
eChillers to the Swedish market", comments Laurence Roy, Sales Manager International at 
Efficient Energy. "We will benefit greatly from NordCli's chiller experience and market 
knowledge and we are sure that our eChillers will convince operators in Sweden in terms of 
climate protection, energy efficiency and investment security." 

 

"We at NordCli rely on environmentally friendly refrigeration systems out of conviction, 
because only these refrigeration solutions meet the climate protection goal and counteract 
the global warming", adds Joakim Andersson, Managing Director of NordCli AB. "The 
concept of the eChiller is unique and convinced us from the start, because it offers an 
unprecedented real climate-neutral refrigeration solution with unique energy efficiency 
values. As the cooling machines use pure water as refrigerant and therefore are not subject 
to the F-Gas regulation, they are a future-proof solution that will convert any Swedish 
refrigeration system operator.” 

 

eChiller – the most sustainable chillers worldwide  
As a pioneer in the area of environmentally friendly refrigeration technology, Efficient Energy 
manufactures its entire eChiller product series as climate-neutral refrigeration machines 
since 2022. The clean tech company is worldwide the refrigeration industry's only supplier to 
produce refrigeration systems that are factually carbon neutral, and thereby enable its 
customers to take further steps towards a climate-neutral industry. By combining the 
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eChillers with green electricity, operators achieve truly climate-neutral refrigeration systems, 
letting them cut their carbon footprints to zero	in this area. 

 

Water as a refrigerant  
By using the unique Bluezero® technology, the clean-tech pioneer is able to provide water as a 
climate-neutral refrigerant in order to completely dispense with environmentally harmful F-
gases from traditional refrigerants. The technology is ideally suited for cooling data centres 
and server rooms, industrial processes, machines and for technical air conditioning. 
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About Efficient Energy 
Efficient Energy GmbH is a manufacturer of sustainable refrigeration technology and is based in the greater 
Munich area. The rapidly expanding clean tech company, which has been on the market since 2018, is pioneering 
clean cooling and clean heating with its Bluezero® technology which lets water (R718) be used as a refrigerant. The 
climate-neutral certified chillers of its eChiller product family dispense entirely with environmentally harmful 
fluorinated refrigerants and set new standards in energy efficiency and safety in the refrigeration industry. Efficient 
Energy has set itself the goal of actively shaping the climate revolution with customer-orientated, innovative and 
environmentally friendly solutions. The company has received several awards including the European 
Commission's European Business Award for the Environment for Europe's most innovative and sustainable 
product solution in 2018/2019, the G20 Innovation League’s Cleantech Top 20 for its outstanding contribution to 
solving the global climate crisis, and was ranked Germany's number 3 tech industry growth champion by 
Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 Award 2021.  
https://efficient-energy.de/en/  
 
 
 
About NordCli AB 
NordCli AB is a reseller with a service organization, which focuses on safe and environmentally friendly cooling 
solutions for industry, properties and data centres. The business started in 2021 and from the start has a focus on 
providing the market with both environmentally friendly products but also qualitative support and services. Sales 
and aftermarket are equally important parts of the transition from synthetic to natural refrigerants. By finding and 
conducting sales and service of innovative, safe and environmentally friendly machines for cooling and heating, 
NordCli contributes to real sustainable solutions. https://www.nordcli.se/ 
 
  


